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A bond forged in blood. Fealty given to the one he desires above all others. Graced with the ability

to shift into any form, Diskant Black is the absolute authority when it comes to New York shifters,

and as the Omega of the city, his word is law. Protecting the shifter races is more than a job, it's a

predisposition ingrained since birth - nothing is more important. Until a chance encounter with a tiny

female sets fire to his blood, brings him to his knees and turns his world upside down. Ava Brisbane

is more than he bargained for in a mate - beautiful, fragile...human. If he wants to keep her by his

side, he'll have to sacrifice a portion of his soul to establish a bond that can never be broken.

Unfortunately, the timing couldn't be worse. Shepherds - hunters of all the shifter races - have

arrived in New York. To protect the woman he can't live without, Diskant will have to stand against

those who have come to start a war.
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I was browsing at EC one day and saw this hunk, I mean book, and had to get it. I know you really

shouldn't buy a book based only on the cover, but this turned out to be a very good read for me.

And the cover model was actually a good representation of the hero, Diskant Black.This hero is a

6'6 hunk of muscled goodness, and he's got big, bad and dangerous down pat. He's also very

dominating and in charge. I loved that he was so very masculine, and the heroine was small and

delicate. I love to see that hardness contrasted with feminine softness. And Diskant is not your

average shifter. He was born a wolf-shifter, but when he reached a certain age, he underwent a very

rare change for a shifter. A mark appeared on his arm, much like a tattoo, signifying that he would



be more than an Alpha; he would be an Omega, able to call on many animal spirits, being able to

shift into a grizzly bear, wolf, jaguar, lynx, falcon, just to name a few. So this means he is very

powerful and can kick azz like nobody's business.He rescues the heroine one night from some

vamps in a dark alley, and, as the case in most shifter romances, it's one sniff and Diskant has

found his mate. He doesn't know Ava's name, so he calls her 'Pinkie' because of her short blonde

hair with the pink streaks in it. She's only 5 feet tall, and he towers over her; his hand can actually

encompass her entire throat. He's gentle with her, but he does love her up rough. And is it good.

The man is hot, and the sex is scorching. You have to love a man who thinks, 'he would be the only

one who would ever touch her, taste her or f--- her into oblivion.' The dude is sex on a stick.There is

a lot of erotic sex, as a mating heat and bloodbonding ensue, but there's also a good story along for

the ride.

Diskant is an Omega. He possesses the ability to shift into any form. He has a good relationship

with all the various shifters in his area. They also look to him as part of their own even though

Diskant clearly stands apart as something different. While out hunting rogue vampires Diskant

discovers a group of them attacking a lone female. As soon as she is in his arms he knows that she

is his mate.Ava is more than she lets anyone believe. She works hard to maintain her own

independence. Her brother who has problems of his own seems to get her inadvertently involved

with his troubles. It is her brother's selfish actions that have put her into a dark alley late at night that

allowed her to be attacked by vampires. When Ava wakes up in a strange bed, with a strange furry

critter sniffing and licking her (and no, it's not Diskant) she knows that something went entirely too

wrong the night before.The insta-love is very believable and works well with the story. The

connection that Ava and Diskant have allows for it. (I'm not going to explain the bond further, I feel

that it could be a spoiler.) Insta-love can get on my nerves under some circumstances. That is not

the case here. The mating, bonding, and connection that they go through add to the eroticism

also.Have you ever read a book and the only thought running through your mind is this needs to be

a series because I want more? I lived with that exact feeling the entire time I read Omega Mine! I

loved everything about this book. The storyline is captivating, the characters are spectacular, the

evil villains are intriguing, the romance was passionate and the sex was very erotic. Hunter brings

an interesting world of shifters, vampires, and magic to her readers.
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